Cigar Collection

FLAVOR SCALE: 1 = MILD, 3 = MEDIUM, 5 = FULL

MILD CIGARS

ASHTON CABINET VINTAGE: PYRAMID 29.
FLAVOR: 2.5 WRAPPER: CONNECTICUT SHADE
ARTURO FUENTE: CHATEAU 17.
FLAVOR: 2.5 WRAPPER: CONNECTICUT SHADE
MACANUDO: HYDE PARK 18.
FLAVOR: 2 WRAPPER: CONNECTICUT SHADE

MEDIUM BODIED CIGARS

MONTECRISTO #2: TORPEDO 38.
FLAVOR: 3.5 WRAPPER: ECUADORIAN HABANO
HEMINGWAY SHORT STORY: PERFECTO 20.
FLAVOR: 3.5 WRAPPER: CAMEROON
ROMEO Y JULIETA: CLEMENCEAU 22.
FLAVOR: 3 WRAPPER: INDONESIAN

FULL BODIED CIGARS

PUNCH: PITA/TORO 16.
FLAVOR: 4.5 WRAPPER: ECUADORIAN SUMATRAN
GURKHA CELLAR RESERVE: 15YR AGED 27.
FLAVOR: 4 WRAPPER: COROJO
EXCALIBUR: HOYO DE MONTEREY 19.
FLAVOR: 4 WRAPPER: BROADLEAF ECUADORIAN

FLAVOR INFUSED CIGARS

FLAVORED TRIOS: 3 CIGARILLOS 17.
IRISH CRÈME & WHITE CHOCOLATE
AROMATIC IRISH CRÈME | MOCHA FLAVOR
MOONTRANCE
BERRIES DIPPED ACACIA HONEY | BOURBON | VANILLA

PRADO